
WB 15.06.2020 Y1 English Maths Wider Curriculum 
Monday Listen to or read and then talk to a grown up about 

dinosaur picture books or stories. Discuss which books, 
characters and illustrations you most like and why. Can 
you retell your favourite stories, spotting the beginning, 
middle and end? 
  
If you have no dinosaur books at home, watch and listen 
to these or others you can find. 
Harry and the Bucketful of dinosaurs: 
https://youtu.be/uWoopkMgLqM 
The dinosaur that pooped a planet: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzOjs4irfAw  
Or use Oxford owl and search Dinosaur 
www.oxfordowl.co.uk  
Could you now complete a short book review. 

White Rose Maths 
–  

Work sheets 
available for 
download. 

 
 
 

Week 8 – Lesson 1 
Arrays 

Science- Label the parts of a dinosaur’s body. Draw and label your own 
dinosaur picture.  
Look at images of dinosaur skeletons, identifying the main features. 
Compare with the parts of a lizard’s body, what is different or is there 
anything the same? 

Tuesday Imagine having a dinosaur as a pet! Where would you 
keep him? What would he eat? Would he like his new 
home? Is he kind? 
Use drawings and words to plan a character and 
settings, using interesting words to describe. 

Week 8 – Lesson 2  
Doubles 

History- Compare life during the age of the dinosaurs with modern life. 
Draw scenes showing a rocky prehistoric landscape and compare it with 
a drawing of modern-day life.  
What do we have now that dinosaurs never did? 

Wednesday What would your dinosaur get up to? Does he hunt for 
food? Does he go to school? Use pictures and words to 
plan a story with a beginning, middle and end. 
Remember to add interesting words. 
 

Week 8 – Lesson 3 
Sharing 

Geography – Listen to the story of The curious tale of the Dodo.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNU4nVyISb8  
Find out about species of animals at risk of extinction from around the 
world.  Why are they in danger? What can we do to help? Make a 
poster to save an endangered animal of their choice. Remember to 
include what continent the endangered species is from.  

Thursday Use your plan to write a dinosaur story of your own. 
Make decisions about the type of story. Is it funny? Sad? 
Exciting? Write your story in the past tense and be sure 
to use correct punctuation. Remember full stops and 
capital letters and to leave spaces for illustrations. 

Week 8 – Lesson 4  
Groupings 

Music -  Change the lyrics of The Wheels on the Bus to create a new 
dinosaur song, for example, ‘The Tyrannosaurus rex goes grrr, grrr, 
grrr…’ 
Write or sing your song and upload to Seesaw! 

Friday Produce your illustrations for you story. Create a 
title, front and back cover and remember to name 
the author (that’s you!) 
Video yourself reading your story and upload it to 
Seesaw so we can hear it. 

Log on to Prodigy 
to complete some 
challenges. 

D&T - Imagine a dinosaur is coming to your party! Is he a carnivore, 
herbivore or an omnivore? What sandwich or snack could you give 
him? Follow instructions and make your sandwich/snack with an adult. 
For example if a Pteranodon came for tea, I would make a tuna 
sandwich as they ate fish straight from the ocean.  

Please remember to sign into Seesaw, daily updates and work templates available. Also remember to go to Oxford owl and watch YouTube phonics.  
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